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CHRISTIAN ENGINEERS’
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The Christian Engineers’ Association is open to Christians in all
branches of engineering. The aims are:
*

To link Christian engineers to help them maintain a consistently
Christian stance in their work.

*

To enable them to develop a thought-out Christian approach to
professional issues.

*

To encourage Christian engineers to exert a constructive
Christian influence in the engineering profession.

*

To support Christian engineering students.

*

To supply engineering insight to missionary work.

For further details please email: admin@christianengineers.org.uk
or write to:
CEA Secretary
35 Wimborne Avenue, Ipswich IP3 8QW

christianengineers.org.uk
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WHY THIS BOOKLET?
Many Christians still think of their lives in two halves, the ‘Christian
part’ and the ‘work part’ – the latter being mainly intended to pay the
bills so that the ‘Christian part’ can happen. When they find a real
enthusiasm for their work – engineering or anything else – they can
almost feel guilty about it!
But our work is certainly one of God’s many good gifts to us, to be
enjoyed in the full knowledge that God intends us to do it and watches
over it with pleasure.
This booklet has been put together to help students to look ahead in an
integrated way to their working lives – to help give confidence in
Engineering as a Christian calling. The articles have all been written
by professional engineers, not theologians – in other words, quite
normal people!

AN ENGINEER’S ATTITUDE TO THE GOSPEL
As an Engineer, I design things and they usually work. The criterion
for my trust in the design equations is whether they work. Most
engineers cannot undertake the advanced maths which derived the
design equations originally or write the advanced computer programs
which now do the designs. Provided the designs work, we use the
design equations or computer programs with confidence.
So is my attitude to the gospel. I heard the gospel preached. It
seemed to me to be completely reasonable. Christ died for my sins.
We have only to trust in him for salvation. God opened my heart and
mind to understand its implications. I believed. God did what the
Bible said he would. He came into my life in a completely new way.
I heard. I believed. It worked. As I read the Bible, as I get to know
Jesus better, so I continue to experience the truth of the gospel.
For me Christianity is an experimental religion. It works!
John Baden Fuller
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INTO THE BIG WIDE WORLD
M.A.W. Harford
It didn’t take long after going up to university to realise that
undergraduates were much more open and willing to discuss ideas on
spiritual issues than had ever been the case at school. Having become
a Christian in my early teens, I was an enthusiastic member of the
school ‘God Squad’, but the group didn’t appear to be given much
credibility by its peers.
So it was most refreshing to find fellow undergraduates showing
respect and interest in the Christian faith, which resulted no doubt
from a common desire to explore a deeper meaning and purpose in
life. The engineering students were typically a hard-nosed bunch,
keen to perpetuate the practical, down-to-earth, macho image. Such
peer pressure, combined with an engineer’s desire to harness and
control, probably makes it harder for individuals committed to the
discipline to allow themselves the risk of letting go of the control of
‘self’, the pre-requisite of allowing God to become the inner driving
force.
By the time I left university, I knew a lot more about God and the
power of the Holy Spirit, as well as a bit more about engineering. I
had already had some experience of the big wide world of work,
having gained an industrial sponsorship for my course. In fact, my
first major ‘difficult’ decision was whether to accept sponsorship from
a firm who asked me whether I would have any moral problems in
working on weapons systems.
I am now working for National Power at its Swindon headquarters,
after several years in power stations. Being a Christian is accepted by
colleagues, but quite a challenge when being closely scrutinised. But
living for Jesus is not for ‘good’ people, but those who have faced up
to their own failings. Knowing God remains as relevant in work and
engineering as it is in the very core of life itself.
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A CHRISTIAN ENGINEER IN
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
Richard Riggs

1. Relationships
We know the popular image of industry – gear wheels, overalls, production
lines. Of course we engineers know that most of it isn’t like that, and some
even get roped into schools to say so. But most people also think that
engineering is about things rather than about people, and it is easy to
encourage that belief when we focus on what we make. It is true that most
engineers work in industry, and earn their bread and butter by designing the
products that their companies make. However, the point of a company is that
people have to work together – an industrial society depends on goods that
simply cannot be made by individuals.
A company that cannot build good working relationships is doomed, just as
much as a company that does not invest in new products. Look at post
mortems of companies that have fallen apart under pressure, and the root
problem is often division at board level. Relationships at the top, good or
bad, are soon sensed in the rest of the organisation.
In practice, of course, even in good companies relationships are not perfect.
There will always be people who are selfish and critical, and we engineers
will no doubt continue to irritate others by complaining about our lack of
status. Projects will fall behind and we will look for someone else to blame.
The Marketing Department will move the goalposts. But these are situations
in which Christians ought to stand out – acting as salt, light, peacemaking,
seeking the common good, even at personal cost.
‘We are not usually called on to give up big things, just important ones.’
How is this done? Frankly, by personal sacrifice. The principle of counting
oneself dead, and receiving new life from Christ, lies at the heart of
Christianity, and it applies just as much in industry as anywhere else. We are
not usually called on to give up big things, just important ones. Resentment,
for example, when someone does not respond to a caring and generous
attitude, but takes advantage of you. Or pride, when someone else gets
promoted. Or prejudice, when you have to learn to respect and value
someone you don’t like. In a company, God will mature you in ways like
this, as well as picking you up when you fall down.
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When you are involved with other people, it is natural to pray for them. The
job is about people, as well as time scales, budgets, etc. – all part of what
God has committed to you, to be brought to him each morning.

2. Rewards
‘Don’t fret or be jealous.’
Professional bodies have plenty to say about status, salary, job security,
working conditions, personal development, pensions etc. Don’t be deceived
by it, especially in smaller companies. Engineering is less regulated than
most professions, and you may know people in larger organisations who
seem to be less able than you but enjoy more of these things. There may be
the feeling that you are slipping back on the career ladder, or even that low
status will somehow let God down. There may be nagging worries that
others may think that you lack ambition and allow yourself to be exploited,
and that to be doing it for Christ’s sake won’t make sense to them. But don’t
fret or be jealous. Consolations are:
(a) The management you answer to, and depend on, is in heaven.
(b) In global terms you are privileged.
(c) It’s a hard world out there and they are probably more worried about
survival than you are.

3. What is it all for?
Ideally we would all like to be sure that we are exactly where God wants us
to be. In practice, however, you will have doubts. This can be because you
are in a materialistic organisation, feeling you have no distinctive role, or
face moral questions about your work. One question is simply, ‘Is it right to
spend a large part of my life designing better mousetraps?’
‘Good companies make good products, not the other way round.’
This question arises from a culture in which people don’t see engineering as a
way of serving people, but only in terms of making things. If the value of
your work is nothing more than the value of the things you make, the answer
to it is probably no. But your professional skills are not the only thing you
put into the job. Working in a company, you touch each other’s lives, and in
some way will affect its ethos. It helps to turn the question round – instead of
trying to decide the value of your work by what the company produces, why
not say that what the company decides to produce depends on the collective
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values they hold? In a nutshell, good companies make good products, not the
other way round.
Seen in that light, Christian engineers should be working to make their
companies better, in the broad sense. To do that, the difficulties you meet
and the spiritual resources you need are not so different from the more
people-orientated professions.
Finally: nothing has been said yet about the personal salvation of your
colleagues. You will meet, and maybe clash with, people with very different
ideologies, and with different needs. For God to use you to help them is a
privilege, to be sought with prayer, but to stay faithful to God while at work
is an obligation. Clearly you can only be granted the privilege if you have
also met the obligation, and if your conduct within the company is such that
you have earned their respect.
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WHY AM I DOING THIS?
David Elliman
How do Christians witness through their work? David Elliman has become a
university lecturer. Here he gives the inside story of how he tries to get his
Christian faith ‘out’.
One of the things I like about students is that they are the least
communicative first thing in the morning. This means I usually get a
peaceful half hour from 9.00 until half past. Having escaped the
pandemonium of getting the kids off to school, I find the space and
opportunity to read the Bible and pray at this time. My brain is normally
spinning, trying to remember the umpteen duties of the day, but I try to calm
down so that I at least start off peacefully.

A few minutes
A good pattern for me is to let all the anxieties surface, and pray for them.
After a few minutes I try to listen to the Lord. Surprisingly often, this alters
my plan for the day, or at least results in a scribbled note, phone call or an
apology. I usually round off as Joyce Hugget recommended in a sermon
some time back: I imagine that I am a sponge, and ask the Father to saturate
me with the Holy Spirit. I then stagger off peacefully dripping to the coffee
machine. The next person to knock on my door gets a warm welcome, but by
2.00 pm I will be barking and biting people’s heads off as usual.

Suffering students !
I then turn to lectures. Those of you who find sermons hard to sit through,
should spare a thought for the suffering of students. Each lecture is as long
as two sermons, without any worship in between! Time seems amazingly to
run five times faster for the person speaking. To me the lecture seems over in
ten minutes (a sermon flies by in five for the Rector, no doubt). The
following extract from one of my lectures may help you picture the scene:
‘ ... So the Chinese room is a convincing argument that machines are only
capable of simulating thought...’. An insistent student seems to be straining
towards me with his hand up. ‘I will take questions at the end’, I snap with
irritation. ‘But, but Sir, you are walking on your jacket!’ he blurts out at last.
I look down to see my only suit jacket crumpled and ground into the chalkdust under-foot.
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Why am I doing this?
The moment lasts for ever as most of the class fall about in a common slow
motion paroxysm of laughter. A few warrn-hearted students share my
embarrassment and despite their amusement show empathy in their faces. I
am immediately reminded of yesterday’s lecture when I got a proof all
wrong, the one where I fell off the stage, and the time I still had my bicycle
clips on. ‘Why am I doing this?’ I ask myself.
Much more enjoyable is talking with small groups of students at tutorials.
Most are very open minded and enjoy discussing anything from the meaning
of life, to what colour an electron is. I long to be more effective as a
Christian and feel an on-going sense of failure in my witness at work.

Natural response
I no longer try to talk about my faith in lectures or tutorials except where this
is a natural response to a question, as this seemed to make people avoid me!
It now seems better (silently!) to invite the Holy Spirit to be present, and to
pray for individual students. I have really only started doing this in the last
six months, and have been amazed at how often a sense of compassion in
prayer for someone has led to a much closer relationship, or opportunity to
serve them or to talk about the Lord.

Constant Encouragement
Christian students are a constant source of encouragement. Last year I really
struggled to cope while my father was suffering a terminal illness, and after a
friend was killed in the Clapham rail crash. I owe so much to a small group
of undergraduates who prayed faithfully with me each Monday lunch time.
With my advancing years, I had thought to be of some help to them, but it
was their prayers that lifted me through the week.
The University campus holds a kaleidoscope of memories for me. Here I was
an undergraduate, met Pat, now my wife, and became a Christian.

Picture
I am still moved by a vivid picture that came to me as a new Christian. Jesus
was walking in the Campus. He was walking from Science City and up the
steps towards Cripps Hall. In the picture he turned to me and said, ‘This is a
precious place to me. I have many dear friends here. Know that wherever
you walk, you follow a path where my feet have trod’. This picture has
stayed with me over the years and as I walk about the grounds, I often feel
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somehow that he comes alongside, or that there is some fragrance of his
presence as though he has just passed by.
Professor David Elliman is Head of Dept. of Mechanical Engineering at
Nottingham Trent University. He was previously a lecturer in Computer
Science at Nottingham University. This article first appeared in his
Church magazine.

MIRACLES AND METAL
David Elliman
Many of us in the West are used to thinking of God, contrary to our Bibles, as
Lord of the spiritual world but only distantly Lord of the material. We have
included this fascinating article to show that there really is no split between
our spiritual and physical lives.
ABSTRACT: This article describes a remarkable experience in which the
power of prayer seemed to overcome the natural laws governing the failure of
a universal (or Hooke) joint.
The ubiquitous universal joint was invented by Robert Hooke, who was
President of the Royal Society in the Seventeenth Century, and is now an
indispensable link in the transmission of power for almost every wheeled
vehicle.

A typical universal or Hooke joint
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The natural law that states, ‘any component containing moving parts in
contact will be subject to wear, and eventual failure’, applies inexorably to
the U / J. The rate of wear can be minimal if the unit is regularly given a
squirt of fresh, clean grease. Joints manufactured since circa 1970, however,
fail comparatively quickly as no grease nipple is fitted in deference to the
insane god of built-in obsolescence.
The mechanism of failure is as follows:
Grease is gradually lost from the joint, this process accelerating as the seals
wear. Water and solid particles then ingress, causing corrosion and wear. At
a certain level of wear, the joint will emit a characteristic ‘clank’ if the
throttle is suddenly closed when driving at a steady speed. This may induce
severe anxiety in some drivers, but joints will usually ‘clank’ happily for
several thousand miles without catastrophic failure. Inside a joint in this
state, the needle rollers are developing ever – widening flats, and ceasing to
roll. The working surfaces of the bearing are suffering a combination of
wear, corrosion, and impact damage from the ‘clanks’.
Very rapid deterioration begins once the wear reaches the stage at which
some of the rollers disintegrate, or manage to fall out of the joint. The joint
now runs wildly out of true, the ‘clonk’ becomes a ‘thump-screech’ of
tortured metal, and a heavy low frequency vibration will be experienced by
all in the vehicle. Only a madman would wish to drive further and witness
the final death agonies of the U/J, which are likely to be destructive to
adjacent parts of the vehicle!
Such was the state of the U/J on the nearside drive-shaft of my Hillman Imp
as I picked up my passenger, Ginnie, and her four children from
Northampton, with the intention of taking them home to Wimbome in Dorset.
I described the lamentable state of the car, and suggested that Ginnie and
children took the opportunity of savouring the attractions of Northampton,
whilst I visited the nearest Rootes dealer. It was fortunate that I had a full set
of tools with me. The proposition was flatly unacceptable to Ginnie, who
explained that she knew the Lord wished her to lead a meeting in Wimbome
in four hours’ time, and it was imperative that she was on time.
I tried to explain slowly and patiently why this was now impossible, if my car
was to be the means of transport. ‘Rubbish’, exclaimed Ginnie, ‘The Lord
can hold this car together – why don’t we pray about it?’
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I was boggled at this response! There was no way that I had the faith to
believe that God would hold together a mechanical component that I could
see and feel to be disintegrating.
We prayed – or rather Ginnie and the children did. I was not sure whether to
laugh or cry. ‘Let’s get moving, then’, said Ginnie, without the slightest
doubt that the car was now serviceable. I started the engine, and began to
move off with an ‘I told you so’ expression all over my face.
To my amazement there was no sound from the joint, not even the ‘clank’
that I had tolerated for far too long. I drove at a steady twenty for some
miles, but everything was so smooth that I soon gained the confidence to
drive at normal speed, and at over 70 mph on the Motorway. The car ran
perfectly all the way to Ginnie’s front door, where we arrived in good time
for her meeting. After a cup of tea, I set off to drive the couple of miles
home. The ‘thump-screech’ was back with a vengeance! I limped home at a
crawl with the noise becoming more and more dramatic. Once in our drive, I
got under the car and as I touched the U / J it fell apart in my hand.
For some time I puzzled over these events, and kept the remains of the U / J
in a box, to be venerated as holy relics. I came up with several dumb theories
to explain the apparent miracle. The best of these was that the drive-shaft
had a perfectly straight run with the extra weight aboard. On inspection it
was obvious that the reverse was in fact the case, and I was forced to accept
that something supernatural had happened – a miracle that Ginnie could
receive in faith, but which was an area of unbelief for me.
I don’t have any difficulty in praying for people, but cars, washing machines,
televisions ... these mechanistic devices seem to be beyond the reach of
prayer. Or is my God too small?
This article first appeared in the Engineers Group Newsletter Summer
1985.
We asked David Elliman for some theological reflections on the article he
wrote in 1985. As he shows, his sense of awe at what happened has not
diminished with the years.
Looking back with hindsight, this remarkable event seems even more
astonishing than it did at the time. I am tempted to believe that there was an
element of exaggeration or dramatisation in my account. Yet to the best of
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my memory the events are true and accurate, tending if anything to understate
the difference that followed Ginnie’s prayer. I believe that I was and still am
sane, and that a miracle did occur.
As a scientist and engineer, I do not expect miracles to happen. I believe in a
universe that follows physical laws which are not set to one side because one
lady is late for a meeting. To believe that God would intervene miraculously
for such a small matter, is to face many uncomfortable questions. Why does
he not intervene to send rain to Southern Africa where thousands face
starvation? Why did he not heal a young man who died of cancer recently,
leaving a young wife and three small children? Is there any point in carrying
out careful scientific experiments when a capricious God might change the
rules at any time, and make nonsense of the results?
As a Christian, however, I am forced to be open to the possibility of God
intervening in his creation in ways that we perceive as miraculous. The Bible
is peppered with miracles. Some are huge and magnificent like parting the
Red Sea or the raising of Lazarus. Others seem more like conjuring tricks, as
when Peter walks on the water or when Moses’ staff turns into a snake.
When I became a Christian in my second year as an undergraduate, I
assumed that miracles of this kind had ceased. I had a feeling that God might
help people recover from illness in subtle and unseen ways, and would
remember the sick when I prayed. I had no strong theological position on the
subject, but was in no doubt that water into wine was a thing of the past!
My own experience and the accounts of other Christians led me to read the
Scripture carefully on this point. I was surprised to find an overwhelming
case in Scripture for the continuance of miraculous events.
I have found this request for reflection on the incident most disturbing. I find
that I believe in the theoretical possibility of miraculous events, but find them
unacceptable and unreasonable on an intellectual level. At the root of my
problem is the extent to which the physical and spiritual realms interact here
and now. As a scientist I believe that they do not interact at all. As a
Christian I believe in practice that they interact to the extent of the Holy
Spirit drawing people to the Father, and in my spiritual growth. When I
reflect on this incident I start to think that the reality might be more like a
Frank Peretti book, with the sky thick with Demons and Angels swooping
down to defend the faithful with fiery swords outstretched.
I seem to be able to hold these views nearly simultaneously, or at least to
switch rapidly between them, like a time-sharing operating system between
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users. This is dishonest, and disorientating. The request to put my
reflections on paper has brought this issue to a head. It is time to decide
whether it is valid for God to do trivial miracles, just because a woman and
children ask with faith, or whether this is an affront to his dignity, my
theology and everybody’s common sense.
As I write the question, I know the answer I am forced to give. The kingdom
of God is indeed among us, and where Jesus rules, unexpected, even
untheological, things seem to happen. What clinches it for me is the second
miracle, which occurred about a year after this one. My father was diagnosed
as having chronic lymphatic leukaemia, with the disease in a fairly advanced
state at diagnosis. This disease causes the body’s tissues to become choked
with abnormal white blood cells, and causes the spleen to expand greatly. It
is easy to monitor the progress of the condition by the monotonic increase in
the count of white cells per ml of blood. My father was expected to live
about two years from this diagnosis, with perhaps one per cent of cases
surviving five years. At first the disease progressed as expected. However,
one Friday evening Dad attended a Full Gospel Businessmen’s meeting in
Ipswich. He asked for prayer at the end of the meeting, and after a few
minutes of prayer slumped to the ground where he remained apparently
unconscious for over forty minutes. My mother was frantic, and kept asking
why an ambulance was not summoned!
Following that meeting Dad had no further symptoms of the disease, and his
doctor expressed amazement as his white blood cell count decreased month
by month. Apparently remission was not uncommon for short periods with
this illness, but with a stable rather than falling count. Over two years his
blood count returned to the normal level. Dad lived for a further 15 years
without any recurrence of this illness. I would welcome comments from the
medical profession, but believe from reading in the University Medical
Library that a permanent remission of this kind is extremely rare. The fact
that it followed immediately from prayer is sufficient evidence to convince
me that miracles do occur as a normal part of the Christian life.
My father died of an unrelated cancer in 1989. During this illness which
lasted for about a year, many people prayed for his healing. I was enraged by
people from his fellowship who would come to pray for him and pronounce
him healed – in the absence of any evidence. He took this with tremendous
grace and courage, while I looked for a cricket bat with which to smash their
skulls. The truth is that such gracious miracles of healing are rare. We do
great harm if we are insensitive to those who are ill and in pain, and pray for
a miracle without wisdom and love.
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In conclusion, I do believe that we live in part in the kingdom of God, which
follows different laws from the physical universe. We may expect to see
signs of the kingdom from time to time. However, we cannot demand or
expect miracles to our order and convenience. Our lot is to share the
sufferings of a fallen world, to die, and to face judgement. It is our privilege
to love the Lord, and share a little of his compassion for people while we
remain. Sometimes he will invite us to pray quietly for the miracle he plans
to do, but always he commands us to show his love and care to the world he
redeemed.
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A VIEW OF THE DEFENCE WORLD
Nick Stroud
The defence industry still offers one of the prime outlets for engineering skills
and so any Christian student looking at his or her career is likely to have to
think through the ethical dilemmas. We have therefore included this article
by a CEA member who has spent all his working life in defence and who has
had to come to terms with its implications for him as a Christian.
I work as an electronics engineer in the Ministry of Defence, and have
recently taken up a post in the Procurement Executive, the part of the MOD
which manages the purchase of equipment for the Armed Forces. I have
worked for the MOD since leaving school, first as a sponsored student, then
as a graduate in some of the Research Establishments. Within the Research
Establishments I worked in two different environments, firstly in a service
department providing electronic engineering expertise for test and evaluation
facilities for Gas Turbine engines and secondly in a research department
where I was responsible for formulating and carrying out a research
programme to meet the objectives laid down by the services.
I became a Christian while at school and so had to come to terms with the
ethical issues of working in defence at the time that I was accepted for
sponsorship. Since then there have been various times when I have had to
deal with specifically defence-related moral problems as well as, of course,
the many pressures and dilemmas that Christians face in the world when
working with and for other people.
Perhaps the most important question I have had to consider is this:
Is it permissible for a Christian to work in the defence area?
Jesus’ teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, ‘Love your enemies and pray
for those who persecute you’ (Matthew 5:44 NIV), might seem to indicate
that ‘No’ is the only answer to the question. However, I believe that by
looking more widely at the whole of the Bible it can be shown that Christians
can answer ‘Yes’ to the question above.
We live in an age with (in the main) secular leaders and policy makers, much
as it was within the Roman Empire in Jesus’ time. It is therefore useful to see
how the New Testament writers view those in authority.
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Jesus had a high view of authority, instructing the teachers of the Law to
‘give to Caesar what is Caesar’s’ when their agents tried to trick him,
acknowledging that Pilate’s authority came from God, but rebuking the
hypocrisy of the scribes and Pharisees when that was needed. The writers of
the Epistles develop this, instructing Christians to obey the (secular)
authorities and clearly stating that the authorities are God’s agents of justice
(Rom. 13, 1 Peter 2).
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In the Old Testament God appointed leaders, judges, and kings to bring peace
and justice to Israel. When they failed in this the prophets were swift to
denounce them (2 Sam. 8:15; 1 Kings 10:8; Amos 2:7; Zechariah 7:9 etc).
The conditions that God sought for individuals and nations were for peace,
justice and righteousness (Lev. 26:3-8; Jer. 9:24). However, in a world of
sin, bringing these circumstances about involves actions of force (Gen.
15:13-18; Ex. 23:23-24; Deut. 20:16-18; Rom.13:4; 1 Peter 2:13-14).
This does not mean that those in authority can use force as they please for we
all face God’s ultimate judgement (Rom. 14:10).
Even now, as we witness the demise of the Soviet Union, we live in an
uncertain world where justice is not always given the priority God desires
(e.g. Yugoslavia, the Gulf war, Sudan etc.). The maintenance of peace and
justice by our civil authorities has to be carried out in this real world and,
within the biblical directions outlined above, I believe defence against
unprovoked aggression is a legitimate undertaking for the state. I believe that
the Christian should support (and obey) the state unless there is a clear
conflict between the commands of the state and the teaching of the Bible.
My own moral reasoning (as opposed to secular, e.g. career, location, pay
etc.) for joining the Ministry of Defence was that if I believed that ‘defence’
was a permitted area for Christians to work in, then there should be no ethical
bar to my working there.
As a final point I think that it is important to stress that the above arguments
do not in any way justify the glorification of war or the use of unwarranted
force. I believe that nations in all circumstances should seek a non-violent
solution to problems, but in the last resort, in the interests of justice, force
may be required.
Books that I have found useful include the following:
Pacifism and War, Ed. O.R. Barclay (IVP)
Christianity and War in a Nuclear Age, Richard Harries (Mowbray)
The Cross and the Bomb, Ed. Dr. F. Bridger (Mowbray)
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SHARING CHRIST IN WORD AND ACTION
Peter Millais
After graduating in Civil Engineering at Bristol I spent 16 years with an
international firm of consulting engineers, working mainly on water supply
and irrigation projects. Though based in London, the work frequently
involved living overseas, so when I became a Christian at the age of 30 it
seemed natural to want to be salt and light through my work wherever that
took me.
Within weeks of committing my life to Christ I was posted to a remote part of
Indonesia for 10 months, when I learned to pray and see answers to prayer.
Subsequent postings were generally for only a few months, however, which
did not give time to learn a language, let alone to build meaningful
relationships. This is not to say that there were not opportunities in daily
contact with people to demonstrate something of Christ, but I felt that God
was calling me to be longer term in one place, and also to be more fruitful in
the work that I did. It was shocking to look back over several years’ work
and see so few projects which had actually benefited the local people on the
ground: most were feasibility studies or designs which were never
implemented, whilst others involved misdirected aid or were being promoted
for corrupt reasons.
It is perhaps instructive to note that the process by which God led me to work
in Nepal took nearly five years. From early in my Christian life I had
wondered whether God might be calling me into overseas mission, because
my work already took me abroad a lot, but a turning point came in 1985
when I was posted to Sudan for a feasibility study. After arriving I learned
that the job had been gained through bribery and it soon became clear that the
project would never be implemented. Our contract was therefore a complete
waste of resources, particularly dreadful in a country then suffering severe
famine. Afterwards I told my employer that I was not prepared to work in
that division again, and that I was seeking a longer posting somewhere. I
also began actively to consider if and how God was calling me to change
course. As time went on and no long postings became available within the
firm I felt that God was calling me to move, so started applying to various
organisations with a view to spending 3-4 years overseas, then settling into a
steady job in the UK. But the door remained closed because I was not
prepared to trust God with more than 3-4 years of my life!
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The dam on the River Jhimruk begins to take shape.
(Photo: Mike Francis, INTERSERVE)
By late 1987 I finally recognized that if God was God and my faith was to
have any meaning, I needed to be willing to go wherever he sent me, for
however long. How liberating it is to trust God! I now became aware of the
unique combination of engineering and Christian mission in Nepal, and
applied to Interserve with a view to long-term service there. Having been
accepted I was asked to consider service in Bhutan, but after a stimulating
year at All Nations Christian College there were no openings in Bhutan, so in
early 1990 I started in Nepal after all.
It soon became clear that Nepal is where God has put me for now, and my
first term has been the most fulfilled three years of my life. The work has
been technically challenging, leading to an increased dependence on God (no
bad thing, since my tendency has been to rely on my own engineering. and
experience) and it has been amazing to realize how God was using my
experience in half a dozen countries to prepare me for Nepal. Most people
would not immediately associate engineering and mission. Medical and
educational mission work are accepted, but why engineering? Certainly our
professional skills give access to countries otherwise closed to the gospel, but
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they are not just a front for evangelism. The Christian gospel is holistic,
ministering to people’s physical and material needs as well as to their
spiritual needs, so our work serving the people is an expression of Christ’s
love which goes hand-in-hand with the gospel.
Nepal is a land of rapid change. The population of nearly 20 million is still
over 90% rural, but a population growth rate of around 2.5% pa means that it
is now a food deficit country, with rapid urbanization in recent years as
people whom the land cannot support seek an alternative living. Therefore
the country needs an industrial sector to generate the wealth to pay for
imported food, as well as to meet the physical needs of the population and to
provide employment opportunities.

Source of power: the waters at the head of the newly completed dam
(Photo: Mike Francis, INTERSERVE)

It is in this context that as engineers we contribute to the overall aim of the
United Mission to Nepal ‘to minister to the people of Nepal in the Name and
Spirit of Jesus Christ and to make Christ known by word and life’.
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The mission has been involved from the start of industrial development in
Nepal, having established the country’s first apprentice training scheme in the
1960s. Training of Nepalis remains a high priority, with a major focus being
to build up the national capability to develop the abundant hydropower
resources. At present over 90% of the country’s energy needs are met from
firewood, a rapidly diminishing resource, and imported fuel is too expensive
so hydropower is vitally needed.· The mission’s approach has been to start
small and develop local experience in the course of the work, using local
companies set up for the purpose. Having started with a 1.0 MW scheme
completed in the early 1970s, the mission companies are now completing a
12 MW scheme and starting work on a 60 MW project of national
importance, in joint venture with Norwegian companies. It is a powerful
testimony that the mission companies have been asked by the government to
take on such a project, and that our average costs of $1500 per kw are less
than half those of other projects in Nepal promoted using foreign consultants
and contractors.
Being in at the start of industrial development in the country gives a good
opportunity to establish Christian values in the workplace through example
and teaching:
* the dignity and value of work, in a society where this is not generally
recognized;
* honesty and integrity, in a society where corruption is a major problem
(contributing to a high ‘wastage’ of aid to the country);
* respect for people, in a society where the high caste tend to look down
on low caste people;
* forgiveness;
* humility;
* environmental awareness.
My own work is in BPC Hydroconsult, the consultancy division of Butwal
Power Company, which is jointly owned by the mission and the government.
I work with three other expatriate mission engineers and 12 Nepali engineers
who are being trained on the job, doing feasibility studies, designs and
advising on operation and maintenance both for mission projects and for
outside clients. On the hydropower side we are involved in everything from
micro-hydropower (less than 100 kw, enough to supply one village) to the 60
MW project already mentioned, which will add 20% to the total national
generating capacity. The main irrigation involvement is in the design of a
280 ha scheme using surplus water available from one of our hydropower
projects.
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A Nepali pastor baptises Jhimruk construction workers in the
newly harnessed river.
(Photo: Mike Francis, INTERSERVE)

Working in Nepal has involved language learning (an ongoing process) and
cultural adaptation, but in most respects my calling to be a Christian in Nepal
is the same as that of a Christian at home: to be salt and light, and to bear
witness to Christ. The fact that I work in a secular environment and am
known to be a Christian gives plenty of opportunities to talk about my faith.
One of the joys of my work is walking in beautiful country to projects
sometimes 1-2 days from the nearest road, and that can also be a fruitful time
to talk to people (as can the long bus trips which are not otherwise so
enjoyable). Another important role I see is to be a model for Nepali
Christians, of whom there are very few so far in professional employment:
the young church in Nepal is growing dramatically but still makes up less
than 1 % of the population.
I believe that every Christian is called to be involved in God’s mission in the
world, whether at home or overseas, and that using our engineering skills in
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his service is a valid calling. For anyone considering service overseas I
encourage making contact with a mission society, so as to be aware of the
opportunities and to prepare accordingly. There are sometimes short-term
opportunities for people with limited experience, but most countries now
have their own engineering graduates so it is essential to obtain professional
qualifications, good experience and perhaps a second degree, in order to have
something to offer. Mission work is a spiritual conflict so it is also essential
to develop one’s own spiritual life and to have the prayerful support of a
home church; time spent in preparation at Bible College will also be well
worthwhile.
Interserve is one of 39 member bodies of the United Mission to Nepal, and
has partners serving the peoples of South and Central Asia and the Middle
East. Further information may be obtained from:
Interserve, 325 Kennington Road, LONDON SE114QH
Peter Millais is an Interserve partner working in Nepal on the irrigation
and hydropower development programme of the United Mission to
Nepal.
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600 families are now benefiting from this suspended pipe crossing at
Dimik in Nepal, carrying irrigation water which is surplus to
requirements for the Andhi Kola power scheme.
[Photo; Peter Millais, lNTERSERVE)
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HOW CAN YOU BE A CHRISTIAN AND AN
ENGINEER?
Peter Millais talks to Jenny Taylor of Interserve about the
difference faith made to his work on the Dimik irrigation project.
I’ve been working on a suspended pipe-crossing, carrying irrigation water
which is surplus to requirements for the Andhi Kola power scheme. It carries
water along about five kilometres above the Kali Gandaki River and along a
contour canal. From there water goes down and irrigates the fields between
the canal and the river. Because it’s a contour canal across a hillside which is
incised with a number of gulleys, and in each of these gulleys you tend to get
landslides, we can’t take the canal around the gulley. We have to go across
the gulley on these pipe crossings.
JT: Why would you not have attempted this without faith?
PM: I wouldn’t have been confident we could have done it. Putting a rigid
pipe onto a flexible crossing. It’s fine if it’s a footbridge, but if it’s carrying
water you don’t want it to leak at the joints.
JT: Describe what we can see in this picture.
PM: It’s steel cables, basically similar to a suspension bridge – but you make
special provision for movement because it’s got a pipe on it.
JT: Have you tried to minimise the movement?
PM: We can’t minimise the movement, because when you load it, cables
stretch. We put in flexible couplings at various places to accommodate the
stretch.
JT: Is there a chance of it collapsing?
PM: Yes. We design with factors of safety such that we hope it won’t fail,
but in the nature of things anything might fail. If everything you design
never, fails, it probably means you’ve over-designed and it’s cost too much.
JT: What difference did your faith make in deciding to go ahead with this
scheme?
PM: Essentially, it’s allowed me to tackle it, I suppose, in a way where I’m
depending on God to give me the answers rather than depending on myself to
define the problems and come up with the solutions. It’s difficult to put it
well, because ultimately God gives the answers through engineering
solutions, but I feel that without him we could very well have ended up with
a pipe crossing which would be a spectacular fountain when we first filled it
with water.
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It’s a crossing which had quite a lot of prayer behind it and I feel it’s a
crossing that will enable farmers downstream to have irrigation-water and
that is something of great benefit to them. I feel that God actually wants
people to be able to, feed themselves, and irrigation through this system is a
means of doing that.
It was worth trying because we felt God was in it.
This article first appeared in Go October-December 1993 and is used by
kind permission.
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CHRISTIANS IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
OVERSEAS
Peter Stern
Many Christian engineers consider offering their skills and work in countries
less privileged than our own. We asked Peter Stern, who co-ordinates
Christian Engineers in Development, to say something of his experience and
of the opportunities today.
In 1956 I was serving as Resident Engineer for a well-known firm of British
consulting engineers in Nyasaland, which on independence, became Malawi.
I had been to the airport a few miles from the capital, Blantyre, to meet a new
accountant/ administrator who had been sent out by head office to join us.
After the usual exchanges about the comforts and discomforts on the flight
out, the temperature contrast with England and so on, I asked him brightly,
‘Are you a Christian?’ His ‘yes’ in reply was followed by, incredulously:
‘Do you think I look like a Moslem or a Buddhist?’

Members of the Kenya National Council of Churches Development unit
discussing agricultural development with a local Women’s Group near
the Kilambo Dam, Laikipia, Northern Kenya
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Roof catchment system at the Kenya National Council of Churches
Development Unit’s base in Laikipia, Northern Kenya

‘No, of course not’, I said and left it at that. I hadn’t realised in those days
how important it was to understand that even the simple words ‘being a
Christian’ could have different meanings to different people.

The Personal Realm and the Corporate Realm
The same is true today, but to a lesser extent because so little is now taken for
granted, and those who believe have to believe with conviction for their faith
to survive. To be a Christian in Civil Engineering is no different from being
a Christian in any other profession. There are always two realms in which to
operate: the personal realm, in which we try and fail and try again to love the
Lord with all our hearts and souls and minds and to love our neighbours as
ourselves; and there is the corporate realm in which we are part of some
organisation which is making an impact on other people. The most fulfilled
person is the one who can move freely and comfortably in both realms. Quite
a lot of Christians do not venture very far beyond the boundaries of the
private realm. Others believe that they have a corporate responsibility to God
through their employment.

The Need to Offer Experience
Overseas aid and development has an obvious appeal for many young
Christian engineers and I frequently receive letters from last-year
undergraduates and fresh graduates asking for advice on seeking the work in
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the developing world to which they feel that God is calling them. Invariably
I reply that while there is a great need for Christians in development work
this need can be met in most cases only by people with experience and skills
which are not available locally.
Almost every developing country has its own institutions of higher education
producing graduates in all the same subjects as in the ‘western’ world.
Although their academic training may not always be as good as ours, they
have the great advantage over us in being indigenous and are therefore
naturally culture-acclimatised and have no language difficulties. Added to
this, there are generally more young graduates around than jobs to fill, so that
the introduction of competition from foreigners is not popular.

Reservoir at Bubisa, Northern Kenya, started by the Canadian Christian
group ACTS (Africa Community Technical Service) and completed by a
CED Engineer in association with the Kenya Anglican Church at Bubisa
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CED Engineer examining road condition on the outskirts of Kampala,
Uganda

The experience needed before we have something to offer may take several
years to acquire. It includes living and working in a developing country
environment with heat, humidity or dust, and with people from very different
cultural backgrounds, managing without many of the comforts which we take
for granted at home, some knowledge of a local language, and an ability to
handle funds, keep accounts and records and write clear and intelligible
reports.

Gaining Experience
How can we gain this experience? A great deal of development work is
funded from voluntary sources, and programmes therefore cannot easily carry
passengers in a learning role. Tear Fund now have a scheme for training a
limited number of graduates on projects which are prepared to accept them.
Apart from this the best way of getting experience is to take a job with a firm
or company which has work in the developing world.
It may be necessary to work in this country for a year or more initially and
until the right opportunity comes to join a team of more experienced
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engineers on an overseas project. With experience there would then be many
openings.

The Need for Technical Back-up
There is unfortunately a widespread belief among many Christian
organisations supporting or involved in development that technical needs can
always be met by employing engineers singly and on their own without any
technical back-up. This view tends to be held by people with limited
experience in technical development. There have been many occasions when
working in remote situations that I have been only too thankful to be part of a
professional organisation with a pool of expertise available to which I could
refer, and in so doing to make the best use of my service in the field. It
would indeed have been foolish and arrogant if I had assumed that my
training and experience in water development qualified me to analyse rock
samples from borehole drilling or to specify the conductors for carrying
power to a piece of electrical machinery. A cable or telex (or today a fax) to
my head office could quickly produce the answers and I would be confident
that a reliable service had been provided.
This sort of professional service is of course commonplace in all international
and bilateral aid programmes at government-to-government level, and
technical assistance through consultants is built into most official aid budgets.
It is rarely found in the development programmes of churches and other
Christian groups and organisations, mainly on the grounds that it is a luxury
which cannot be afforded.

Christian Engineers in Development
Christian Engineers in Development was set up a few years ago to fill the gap
between the solitary jack-of-all-trades technician and the understandably
costly services used in official aid operations. It is a fellowship of engineers,
agriculturalists, architects and others, mostly with development experience,
with a commitment to serve the developing world. It has provided
engineering services to church and other development organisations in
Uganda, Nicaragua, Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania, and has a base in Kenya
for the East Africa region.
(For more information about Christian Engineers in Development, contact the
writer of this note: Peter Stern, Critchfield Cottage, Bosham Lane,
Chichester, W. Sussex P018 8HG, tel. 0243573396).
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AFTER COLLEGE
Simon Wigglesworth
Simon Wigglesworth, a recent graduate, prepared these notes for students
about to enter the world of work. They are based on practical experience
and help introduce the spiritual challenges of post-CU life.

Introduction
Leaving student life is a crucial time for a Christian. It is true, unfortunately,
that some who are seemingly strong Christians at college gradually fall away
when they leave. A love for Jesus above all others or things, and being
firmly founded on him alone, is the key to perseverance as a Christian (Mt.
7:24-29). The ultimate for a Christian is to hear the voice of Jesus, our Lord
and Saviour, say at the end of our lives, ‘Well done, good and faithful
servant’.
Right from the start it must be stressed that Christ likeness and holiness,
rather than ‘fun’ lives, is the aim of God for our lives.

For those still to find work
You may need to review your aims and motives for the particular line of
work you are trying for. Maybe this is not God’s way for you or maybe the
exact job type, firm and location is still to come.
Whatever your circumstances, it is vital at this time to continue in praying
and seeking God, not blaming him for your lack of work, however easy that
would be. Motives for work need to be checked to ensure they are pleasing
to God and sins repented of.
The advice of close friends, older members of your church, people in the
particular work area of interest and your careers officer at college should be
continually sought. Perhaps there are jobs and firms you did not originally
consider. A review of your interview technique may be important, learning
from past mistakes and discussing your technique with fellow students.
Look to be involved in your church and / or college or with your family to
avoid boredom as you continue to look for work.
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Guidelines in Work for the Recent Graduate
Close
Loyal
Obedient
Serve
Evangelise

–
–
–
–
–

Stay close to God.
to God, and love him with all your heart.
Obey God’s Word and seek to be holy/like Christ.
Give yourself diligently to the work God has called you to.
Witness to the love of Christ in all you do.

C – Close to God
As students our natural self retracts away from work. In the same way our
natural attitude is not to bother to spend time dedicated to prayer, listening to
God and getting to know him more. We must constantly re-fix our eyes on
Christ (Hebrews 12:1-2).
Away from the more structured prayer meetings of student days, our prayer
lives can crumble. Therefore we need to make a definite decision in advance
to allocate daily time to pray and read God’s Word. Often time needs to be
carved out where there appears to be none available! A Christian without
prayer soon loses his or her sharpness and effectiveness for Christ.
It is important to be open with God and to share in prayer all our problems,
doubts and fears in our new life, because he is able to sympathise and give us
encouragement and strength to overcome them (Hebrews 4:14-16).
Persevere in prayer, even in times when you do not feel like it, and God will
greatly bless you.

L – Loyal to God
Pressures of Worldliness
Spiritual pressures often come from the good things in life, like having
enough money! The financial security you have longed for – or the fulfilling
work, and acceptance by your peers – can easily erode dependence on God.
In particular avoid the following:
(i) Motive of money or materialism. Instead be content with your
wage and circumstances.
(ii) Love of self/pride. A void the ‘I, Me, Myself’ syndrome!
(iii) Lusting after pleasure. Beware where you go, what you see and
hear. We alone know our weaknesses and must make personal rules
on clubs, pubs etc.
(iv) An obsession with ‘position’ or ‘work status’
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(v) An obsession with the future. Be content in Christ today. God is
not into ‘instant success’.
(vi) A dependence on specific friends or places above Christ.
Beware of dependence on ex-student friends

O – Obedience to God
To a student who has known the relatively carefree world of college life, the
pressure of combining honouring God with a new job is a real challenge ... !
How a Christian Engineer can stand out from the crowd at work:
This will include:
(i)
Honesty in business.
(ii) Courage to speak up for Jesus – lovingly, humbly, respectfully and
yet boldly to those older than ourselves.
(iii) Caring for and loving our workmates even when they ridicule our
faith.
(iv) Being patient and persevering in learning our job and coping with
new situations and avoidance of blowing our top ... !
(v)
Being sensitive and humble, not arrogant.
(vi) Being positive and praising God despite our feelings.
(vii) Being pure and not filthy or laughing at others’ filth.
Outside work
(i)
Determination to attend church regularly.
(ii) Determination to work at getting on with ‘difficult’ people, whether
at church or work.
(iii) A desire to obey God in terms of not staying up excessively late
during the week. .. !
(iv
Determination to get stuck into caring for those in the church /
getting involved long-term in church activities.
(v)
Determination to submit to the church leadership and to our work
manager.

S – Service to God
Service here refers to the diligent application of oneself to the particular
church, work, and other activities God has called us to and gifted us for.
Again we need, in the light of Jesus’ love for us, to offer our bodies as living
sacrifices for God to use (Romans 12:1-2).
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It is vital to start by receiving support and encouragement from a church
without having the responsibility of a position of leadership.
(a)
Work
God has given us a tremendous creative challenge to rule over and subdue the
world according to God’s Word (Genesis 1:26). However, many graduates
go through initial periods of unease at their lack of ability to perform and
enjoy their work.
As a commitment is made to work hard to gain knowledge and grow in
wisdom through the ready experience of others and of ourselves, competence
follows. All graduates make mistakes in their work; it is only natural! The
key is to pray for God-given strength and wisdom to learn from these
mistakes, and press on. This diligence and desire for excellence is in turn a
witness to Christ as Lord of our lives.
It must be stressed that Jesus stated he is the truth (John 14:6). This is not
just spiritual truth but all truth. The Bible is full of promises for God to be
your wisdom and to guide (e.g. James 1:5).
For students like myself who struggle in their work may I recommend the
book Ordering Your Private World, by Gordon MacDonald, especially
chapters 8, 9 and 10 on wisdom and knowledge. The book stresses the clear
biblical principle that it is not necessarily those with flair who are successful
at honouring God in their work. It is the stickers, the teachable, those who
would seek and submit to God’s wisdom and show great determination and
thoroughness. We need a perseverance in desiring wisdom which will
continue not just in our twenties but throughout our lives.
(b)

Church

As mentioned above, it is wise not to rush into responsibility in local church
service. Much time and prayer is needed. Listen to members of the church
and ask God to help you discern the needs that he has equipped you to be
involved in. Do not automatically assume that you will find wacky /lively
services and people immediately attuned to students.
Submit to the church eldership and seek their advice before entering on
church service, whether amongst young people, students, the specially needy
and the poor, etc.
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(c)

Sunday

It is vital to ensure Sunday is kept as a rest day, in accordance with the
biblical standard. If your job involves Sunday work you may need advice as
to how to cope with it, e.g. for doctors, emergency service personnel and shift
workers. However, for the majority of us the day of rest must be guarded and
kept for our physical, mental and spiritual restoration.
A void the world’s view of resting only when work is finished. Rest in order
to:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Review the past week(s) to ensure your work has been done in a
way that is in compliance with the Word of God. Ask yourself how
God would have tackled the last week and pray for God to help you
to change accordingly.
Renew your spiritual zeal. Worship God and realise your utter
dependence on him. Realise the need for spiritual holiness amidst
the busyness of your work.
Clarify future aims. Refresh your memory and seek God to ensure
you know God’s will for you in terms of aims to fulfil at work. Refocus your priorities to concentrate on them and avoid unnecessary
work.
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Avoid feeling guilty because of the many needs at work and church that time
does not allow you to meet. Seek God and his will for your life, work and
church, and rest in obeying God in this alone. Otherwise you will be a
physical, mental and spiritual wreck!
(d)

Family

Finally the area of serving your family, who may be many miles away, has to
be grappled with.
Painful though it is, God often decides the best plan for us is to work long
distances away, and we must seek him as to how to care for our families
amidst other responsibilities. This is an area which must be looked at
individually, as we all have different family situations.
It is clear biblically that we must care for our families (e.g. 1 Timothy 5:8). It
is also clear that God wants us to put him and his will above caring for them
(e.g. Luke 14:25-27). This is particularly difficult if your family are not
Christians or are ill or unhealthy. Contact needs to be continued even if
mainly by phone or letter.
God provides grace, wisdom and above all peace to help us in these
decisions. Talk with fellow Christian graduates and amongst your new
church leadership for advice.
Prayer is the vital requirement which we can undertake independently of
actually seeing our families. God does understand our frustrations and we
need to do all we can to keep in touch / see them and then commit this to the
Lord and be at peace (Philippians 4:6,7).
(e)

Evangelism

The tough and godless work environment is where a Christian either sinks or
swims, in the challenge to witness to the reality of Christ as the Saviour of
sinners.
The relevant words of Jesus are clear. Be a light in a dark place for Jesus.
God can grant you the courage and words to say (Matthew 5:14-16).
It is important not to be pushy in rushing into witnessing for Christ for the
first time at work. However, it is important to explain in a simple way as
early as possible that you are a Christian. Then let people gradually get to
know you and pray for them to ask you questions.
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All of us need to make our standards about witnessing at work. We are paid
to work, not to witness. Therefore long conversations are not a good witness
to our management. Ask people if you could chat at lunch, over a meal after
work or some other evening or weekend activity.
A particular warning is not to be tempted to go out with workmates initially
before you analyse their character. Otherwise they may say, ‘We are “just”
going for a social drink one evening’, when heavy drinking and debauched
behaviour may result. Know whom you can go with, where, and stand up for
Christ and do not be tempted.
Sports clubs rather than discos, lunches or dinners rather than pubs all the
time, days out at the weekend rather than debauched parties etc., are all part
of the process of knowing your personal limitations and need for godly
obedience. There is an urgent need to show what I call pure fun to your nonChristian friends: an ability to have fun and a laugh whilst not being filthy,
dirty, bitchy or selfish.
Opportunities may come in time for inviting workmates to church, young
people’s meetings, informal gatherings etc. This is particularly important as
they will see the love of Christ as Christians love each other and are in
harmony with each other. Also other Christians may be better suited to speak
to individual friends of yours.
Specific areas to pray for are:
(i)
That people will see creation as the proof of the existence of God
(Romans 1:20).
(ii) That people will not be so blinkered and cynical as not even to
consider Christ. Pray for people to ask and seek for true purpose,
peace and satisfaction in life.
(iii) That people will realise that the Bible is the Word of God; that it can
be historically, archaeologically, prophetically and most of all
experientially proven.
(iv) That the law of God is written on our conscience. That there is only
one Saviour, not many. There is a vital need for a resurgence of the
principle that there are absolute moral standards. Morals are not for
personal choice or majority vote.
(v)
That people will realise the emptiness of materialism and that the
life satisfier is Jesus.
(vi) That the one to remove guilt is Jesus.
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Pray for a correct balance in spending time with Christians and non
Christians. Neither set of people should monopolise your time.
You need to know how God would have you involved in the corporate church
witness e.g. open air evangelism, door-to-door, personal conversations and
time spent with non-Christians coming to church, plus all kinds of young
people’s gatherings.
It is important not to get too parochial. Ask God to help you with your
limited time, to know how to pray for and serve God in evangelism:
(i)
In the location you are in (outside your church).
(ii) In the UK.
(iii) Abroad.
Above all it is God who saves, not man. Therefore prayer must precede
action, but let us all not use that as an excuse to be lazy
(1 Corinthians 15:58; Galatians 6:9-10).

Conclusion
Much encouragement and teaching is vital and a good new church is the
cornerstone for Christian growth. Each of us must privately commit
ourselves to Quiet Times and not let being away from friends make us lazy.
God is love. Nothing can separate us from his love. A clear view of God’s
sovereign control of our lives is vital, especially when things get tough.
All of us need to avoid being moulded by the world, and instead be in
control by God’s power to grow in holiness and shine as a testimony to
Christ and his saving and changing power.
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‘NOW TO HIM … ’
AN ENGINEERING CAREER: HOW GOD HAS GUIDED
John Baden Fuller
Have you ever wondered how God may guide you over your whole working
life? In this article, reprinted from the CEA Newsletter, the Chairman of the
Christian Engineers Association looks back on the different ways in which
God has led him.
When we read about Abraham in the Old Testament and consider that great
story of faith, often we do not realise that his great experiences of God were
sometimes at least ten years apart. So if we wish to find out how God has
been guiding us we need to go back over our lives. I have been a Christian
for nearly forty years so inevitably this will be the story of my life!
I was brought up to go to church, baptised as a baby and confirmed at 16. At
boarding school everyone had to attend sung mattins and evensong every
Sunday but it was all rather routine. It was not until university that I had the
conversion experience that changed my whole life. Suddenly the Bible
became alive. I wanted to read the Bible because it spoke about my Saviour.
The Prayer Book services were no longer meaningless ritual. They said what
I wanted to say so much better than I ever could.
I was converted at a Christian Union mission and afterwards became an
enthusiastic member. Membership of the CU did so much to build me up as
a Christian. Then there was a big question to answer. Ought I to offer
myself for ordination? Lots of my friends were thinking about it. I was
already studying for a degree in Engineering. Was I to be an engineer, or
what? A clergyman friend turned me to 1 Corinthians 7:20. It may have
been taken out of context but it was conclusive to me. I was to continue in
what I was already doing. If God wanted me ordained, he would make it
unmistakable and create a conviction I could not refuse. So I continued as an
engineer. God guided me in many little ways, often by coincidence but when
people pray, coincidences happen.
While at college, I took a vacation job in Rugby. I stayed in the apprentice
hostel and the only other active Christian in the place was in the next bed. He
introduced me to a number of evangelical youth activities in that town. I also
attended an evangelical Anglican Church there and met a young man in the
church who was a Reader and had just been elected to the Church Assembly,
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the predecessor of the General Synod. He is still a member of the General
Synod. Many years later I remembered his enthusiasm and was elected to the
General Synod.
In my eight weeks vacation I quite liked what I saw of factory life and found
the job interesting. A year later, after qualification, I was offered a job and
went back to the same factory which is known today as GEC Rugby. I
became a very regular attender at the factory Christian Fellowship. While in
Rugby, I felt a call by God to preach, but not to be ordained. After a very
short period of training, I was admitted as a Reader in the C. of E. That is
equivalent to being a lay preacher in many other Churches. As a Reader I
have taken services and preached in a large number of parish churches. That
was 34 years ago. After three years in Rugby, the firm moved me to a new
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factory in Leicester. There I gathered with some Christian friends and we
met weekly for fellowship and to encourage one another.
When I sought to make the Christian Fellowship group at the new factory
official after being there about a year, I wrote to the factory management
seeking their approval. God provided, because unknown to me an industrial
missioner employed by the city churches also approached the management
asking to hold an open meeting. So the open meeting coincided with the
formation of our Christian Fellowship and also introduced me to some keen
Christians working in another part of the factory. We affiliated to a national
organisation called the Workers’ Christian Fellowship and the factory group
still exists. I was the founder leader for six years until I left. I also became
the Leicester Regional Secretary for the organisation and co-ordinated some
local activities for the factory fellowships in Leicester. The organisation now
calls itself Christians at Work and is still flourishing.
I enjoyed designing things: it is very satisfying to see them made and
working, but I was restless and wanted more contact with people. So I
applied for a lecturer post at Leicester Polytechnic. I was not successful
which was a good thing because the post was in electrical engineering as
opposed to electronics, whereas I had specialised in high frequency
electronics. A year later, the same job was advertised again but I had a very
strong feeling not to apply. Later I discovered that a Christian friend from
the same factory had applied and got the job and he is still on the staff there.
As I was older and more experienced, it is unlikely that he would have got
the job in competition with me. A few months later another job was
advertised which was much more in my line and I was appointed. I enjoyed
lecturing but I was only to stay with the Polytechnic fifteen months. Then I
went as a lecturer to the University. For me, the University is a marvellous
job. I like teaching but I also like the technical aspect of design and research.
Throughout my Christian life I have always had the privilege of small group
fellowship with Christians of many different traditions. When I was
converted, I was nurtured in the fellowship of a college CU. On starting
work, I joined the factory Christian Fellowship. On moving to a new factory,
I wanted to continue meeting with fellow Christians working there so I found
myself as the’ founder leader of that factory Christian Fellowship. At the
University a small group of us have met regularly for Bible study and prayer.
A few years ago I spent two months working at a government research
establishment. On my second day, while being shown round the library, one
of the library staff recognised a Christian badge on my lapel and told me
about a Christian Fellowship meeting weekly at that establishment. I was
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able to meet regularly with them for the eight weeks I was there. God guides
in so many little ways, if we will let him. It is useful if we can continue the
small group fellowship many of us have come to appreciate through college
CU activities. It is also encouraging if we know of other Christians who are
working with us in what is often a very alien and non-Christian environment.
I believe that my vocation is to glorify God by doing my job in electronics
and to encourage Christians to be Christians where they are.
I started work in the defence industry. I spent seven years making a small
contribution to the design of a military radar set. I had to work out for myself
whether it was right for a Christian to work on weapons of war. I endorse
everything Nick Stroud says on p.20-22 about a Christian working for the
defence of his country.
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